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Iterative learning control with basis functions for media positioning in scanning inkjet printers

Joost Bolder¹, Bas Lemmen¹, Sjirk Koekebakker¹,², Tom Oomen¹, Okko Bosgra¹, Maarten Steinbuch¹

Abstract—In printing systems, the positioning accuracy of the medium with respect to the print heads directly impacts print quality. In a regular document inkjet printer, the main task of the media positioning drive is to shift the medium after the printhead has finished a pass. Most media have the tendency to deform while it is being printed due to variations in temperature and moisture content. In order to improve print quality, we propose to move the medium during printing to counteract the deformation. These small scale trajectories are performed in an operating regime of which the dynamics considerably differ from the regular transportation step. Using iterative learning control with basis functions for both positioning tasks, the positioning accuracy of the drive is improved substantially; while keeping numerical cost low.

I. INTRODUCTION

Printing systems often need to perform similar tasks, where the dominant disturbances are of a repetitive nature. The increasing pressure on developing low-cost printing solutions, while concurrently improving print quality asks for control strategies where the repetition of tasks is exploited.

Inkjet [1], is an important technology within printing systems as it provides a versatile method to manufacture various products such as electric coils, antennas, displays, micro sensors and electronic packages, e.g. see [2], [3]. Moreover, inkjet technology is also widely used in the printing of documents. There is a lot of research in the control of the inkjet process, see [4]–[8]. Such control strategies are used to improve the print quality.

Apart from the droplet jetting accuracy, the print quality is also determined by the positioning accuracy of the substrate or medium with respect to the print heads. Typically the positioning of the medium with respect to the printhead is a mechanical control problem [9].

In this paper we focus on the control of the Media Positioning Drive (MPD) of a wide-format scanning inkjet printer. Figure 1 shows an overview of the scanning inkjet process. The medium, e.g. paper, is printed by a moving carriage, which holds the printheads. The print is made in several passes, where the medium is shifted by the MPD with a fixed step size after each pass completes. Paper tends to locally deform after a pass of the printhead, mainly due to changes in temperature and moisture content. To increase print quality, we propose to counteract the paper deformation by translating the paper while it is being printed. Moreover, the print quality can be improved further if the regular paper step is performed more accurate. Other media types, i.e.
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Fig. 1. Top view of the scanning inkjet printing process, showing unidirectional printing.

We use the MPD for the two different tasks, the regular paper step which is a point-to-point motion task. The second task is the positioning of the paper on a micrometer scale, while it is being printed, in which transient performance is crucial. The paper deformations change every printed pass, hence in order to compensate them adequately, the microtrajectory also must vary.

Iterative Learning Control (ILC) [10]–[16] is a control strategy which can provide superior tracking performance when compared to classical linear control techniques, if the controlled system is subject to repetitive disturbances. In standard ILC it is required that the initial conditions of the process are identical every repetition [17]. Moreover, the disturbances, including the reference must be strictly identical every repetition to achieve perfect tracking. By decomposing the ILC effort intro basis functions [18], [19], which are scaled linearly with a set of parameters, it is possible to accommodate for variations in both references and initial conditions [20], which is necessary for this application.

In this paper we will derive an ILC in which both the reference and control effort are decomposed in basis functions. To handle the different operating regimes for the two tasks, two different parameterizations are kept. The controller performance is analyzed experimentally for the two positioning tasks.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II the control problem is formulated, followed by the controller design in Section III. The experiments are elaborated on in Section IV, followed by the conclusions and outlook on future work in Section V.
Fig. 2. Side view of the media positioning rollers. The motor is voltage driven with input $u$, the position is measured using the encoder with output $y$, the medium is positioned using two rollers, the bottom roller is driven by the motor through a worm gear. The medium is held on the print surface by a light vacuum.

Fig. 3. Position references for the medium positioning tasks, the micro trajectory is shown in (a), the macro trajectory is shown in (b).

II. CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we elaborate on the control problem. The main objective is to improve print quality by using iterative learning control for two tasks. The first task is the regular paper shift, after a pass of the printhead completes. The second task is the tracking of a micro reference to compensate for paper deformations. For both tasks the same learning control strategy is used.

The Media Positioning Drive (MPD) is elaborated on in Fig. 2. The position of the motor is voltage controlled, the gear ratio of the worm is 60:1, such that the inertia of the motor is dominant over the inertia of the rollers. The MPD is under pretension by the paper, which exerts a force which is opposed to the indicated transport direction. This is to ensure that the drive is free from hysteresis.

The MPD has to perform two separate tasks, a regular paper step after each pass of the carriage (macro trajectory), and the tracking of a micro trajectory to compensate for paper deformation. The reference trajectories are shown in Fig. 3. For simplicity we have chosen the reference for the micro trajectory in fig Fig. 3b with a similar shape as reference of the macro trajectory in Fig. 3a. This is to demonstrate the accurate tracking of this micro trajectory, without considering the actual paper deformation, and the determination of a micro reference which compensates this deformation. The references are kept constant in this paper, we do take possible variations of references into account in the controller design.

In standard ILC the initial conditions of the process and the references used must be strictly the same every repetition of the task to ensure convergence of the tracking error [17]. The reasons to use basis functions [18] in the reference construction and feedforward generation are threefold: by estimating parameters it is possible to accommodate for variations in reference trajectories, the feedforward signal is less prone to noise given that the basis functions are properly selected, and there is also a reduction of computational load and memory usage allowing trials to follow each other immediately.

The parameter update filter depends on the process model, and the feedforward basis functions. For mechanical systems, the feedforward basis functions typically depend on the reference which corresponds with compensating for inertia, friction effects, electromagnetic forces from the motor and jerk [21]. We also incorporate compensation for these effects by selecting the basis functions for the ILC as functions of the reference.

The two trajectories differ an order of magnitude in scale. We expect that due various effects, friction in particular, the tracking error will not scale linearly with the different references. Hereto, we utilize two sets of feedforward parameters, one for the macro trajectory, and one for the micro trajectory. By employing basis functions in the trajectory generation as well, a large part of the parameter update filters computation can be done a priori; the other part is computed online, which is necessary if the reference trajectory changes.

The approach in experiments is as follows: firstly the transient tracking error is improved by employing ILC with basis functions for both the macro- and micro trajectory. For the macro trajectory, the print quality is determined by the difference in tracking errors at the beginning and at the end of the task; defined as step error. The idea is, by reducing the transient tracking error, the step error is also reduced since the peak tracking error provides an upper-bound to the step error. The print quality for the micro trajectories is determined by the transient tracking error. Secondly, the performance for both trajectories is measured at the paper itself by the scanning of printed markers during the experiments. For the micro trajectory we analyze the transient performance, for the macro trajectory we analyze the step error.
with $W \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$ the weighting matrix. The gradient and Hessian are:

\[
\nabla V(\theta_k) = 2\nabla \Psi^T W^T W e_k = -2T_0 \Psi W^T W e_k, \\
\nabla^2 V(\theta_k) = 2\nabla \Psi^T W^T W \nabla V(\theta_k) = 2\Psi^T T_0^TW^T W T_0^T \Psi.
\]

The parameter update by Newton optimization is:

\[
\theta_{k+1} = \theta_k - \alpha((\nabla^2 V(\theta_k))^{-1} \nabla V(\theta_k)) \\
= \theta_k + \alpha L e_k(\theta_k)
\]

With learning filter $L \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times n}$ in (3) and learning gain $0 < \alpha < 2$. Note that the Hessian is completely model based, and the gradient is calculated using both the model and measurement data, the learning filter can be interpreted as the model based part.

\[
L = (\Psi^T T_0^TW^T W T_0^T)^{-1} \Psi^T T_0^TW^T W
\]

As argued in Section II, $\Psi$ is chosen as a function of the reference, hence the learning filter must be recalculated as the reference changes. By constructing the reference itself from a set of basis functions, the computational load in recalculating $L$ is reduced. Let $r_k = R \sigma_k$ be the trial dependent reference, with basis $R \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times m}$, and parameters $\sigma_k \in \mathbb{R}^m$. Choose the feedforward basis such that it is parameterized by $\sigma_k$ in the following form:

\[
\Psi = \Psi_N \otimes \sigma_k
\]

With $\otimes$ the Kronecker product [22], and $\Psi_N$ the new basis for the feedforward. Then the gradient of the tracking error is

\[
\nabla e_k(\theta_k) = -T_0 \Psi_N \otimes \sigma_k,
\]

such that the learning filter equals:

\[
L = (\Psi_N^T T_0^TW T_0^T \Psi_N)^{-1} \Psi_N^T T_0^TW T_0^T \sigma_N^T \otimes (\sigma_N^T \sigma_N)^{-1} \sigma_N^T
\]

with $W \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$ for brevity. Hence only the Kronecker product must be calculated online, and the largest part of this expression can be computed a priori. The signal space of the feedforward can be chosen smaller or equal to the signal space of the reference.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments are performed on an Ocè Colorwave 600 wide format printer. The sampling frequency is 1 KHz, the trial length $N$ is 200 samples. The design of the learning filter is discussed in the next section, followed by the elaboration on the experimental results.

A. Learning filter design

ILC requires an approximate model of the system for convergence. The model is constructed using the identification for ILC approach in [23], using the frequency domain identification algorithms in [24], [25]. Figure 5 shows the measured frequency response function of the plant, and a 4th order model. This frequency response describes the transfer from $u$ to $y$ in Fig. 2. The model includes the flexible
connection of the motor inertia with the roller inertia. The magnitude of the model coincides well, there is a difference in the phase. The model does not include delay, which is present in the physical system. The process sensitivity is calculated using the theoretical model of the controller, which in turn is used to construct $T_0$.

As argued in Section II, the basis functions for the feedforward are chosen as function of the reference, to compensate for electromechanical forces. The basis is chosen

$$\Psi = [v_1 \ v_2 \ v_3 \ v_4] = [r \ \dot{r} \ \ddot{r} \ \text{sign}(\dot{r})],$$

which is a common choice for motion systems [21], and is shown in Fig. 6. To improve numerical conditioning the basis functions are normalized with respect to their maximal values. Note that basis function $v_4$ does not fit in the form of (4), and must therefore be handled separately in the calculation of $L$, if the reference changes. So it is possible to compensate for Coulomb friction, at the expense of extra computational cost.

The weighting filter $W$ is chosen identity, such that the tracking error is penalized equally over the trial. The learning gain $\alpha$ is chosen 1. Depending on the trial varying disturbances, the learning gain can be lowered. A lower learning gain will reduce the amplification of trial varying disturbances, but it also reduces convergence speed [26]. For each task 20 trials are performed, the initial parameters $\theta_0$ are chosen zero. The experimental results are presented separately.

**B. Results of the microtrajectory task**

In Fig. 7 the tracking error for trials 0, 1, 2 and 5 of the micro trajectory task are shown. In trial 0 there is no feedforward applied. The peak tracking error for the first trial is $33\mu$m. It shows that after one trial of learning the tracking error improves, the peak value is $3.9\mu$m which is an improvement of about a factor 8. The feedforward parameters as function of the trial number are shown in Fig. 8. It shows that it takes one trial to approximately reach their steady state value. It also shows that the parameter which corresponds to jerk feedforward is much smaller than the other parameters, which indicates that it could be omitted; as the basis functions are all normalized.

The absolute paper position is determined using markers which have been printed during the execution of the trials. By scanning the markers, the absolute paper position is determined, the result is shown in Fig. 9. Note that the alignment of the reference with the measured markers is relatively accurate for the marker position, but with limited accuracy in time. This is due to a coordinate transformation, from pixels in the scan, to the reference time. It shows the paper position for trial 0 and trial 10, a small improvement is visible, but there is a relatively large difference in final position; the paper is translated too far. A reason could be that the rollers used to transport the paper, see Fig. 2, have a rubber surface. The rollers are compressed, hence their radius is reduced. As the rollers are rotated the effective radius...
one would calculate using the measured translation of the paper is larger than the actual radius, which is due to the incompressible nature of rubber. This implies that the gear ratio from motor to paper is depended on the compression force of the rollers.

C. Results of the macrotrajectory task

The results of the macro trajectory are presented in similar fashion. Figure 10 shows the tracking error for trials 0, 1, 2 and 5. The peak error of trial 0 is $102\mu m$. after 5 trials it is $5.2\mu m$, which is an improvement of a factor $20$. The tracking error converges in two trials. The parameters are shown in Fig. 11. It shows that they converge in about two trials. The coulomb friction and jerk are similar in magnitude as for the micro trajectory, but the acceleration and velocity show much larger values. The performance for the macro trajectory is determined by the step error, i.e. the difference of the tracking error at $t = 0$ and $t = 0.2$; which is calculated from the results shown in Fig. 10. By using printed markers, the step error measured on paper is determined. The results of comparison between the step error measured at the motor side and measured at the paper are shown in Fig. 12. It shows that the step error at the motor side is much smaller than the step error at the paper side. A small improvement is visible, but it is insignificant compared to the absolute error measured at the paper. The dominating disturbances
are mainly eccentricities and manufacturing tolerances of the rollers and gears. Note the large step errors at trial 9 and 10; this is caused by a deformed tooth on the worm gear, see Fig. 2. Normally no teeth are deformed, hence the peak error values can be disregarded.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The increasing pressure on more accurate printing systems demand for control strategies which exploit the repetitive nature of printing tasks. Current research in inkjet printing is mainly focussed at the control of the inkjet printheads while the positioning accuracy of the medium with respect to the printhead directly impacts the print quality, and is therefore equally important.

We focussed on improving the print quality by improving positioning accuracy of the media positioning drive. We proposed to execute small scale trajectories during printing to compensate for medium deformations. By deriving an iterative learning control strategy which enables tracking a class of references, both the tracking performance of the regular medium shifts and the tracking of the microtrajectory is improved. Analysis of the positioning accuracy of the medium revealed that the media positioning drive itself introduces disturbances which are dominant in the final positioning accuracy. Accurate tracking at the motor can be achieved as shown, however improving positioning accuracy at the medium requires further research.

An identification of the dynamic behavior from motor to the medium could provide a basis for further improvement of the medium positioning accuracy. This can be attained by utilizing an inferential control strategy, or by utilizing the markers in the feedback loop online in an iterative learning setting. In the latter case, the position of the medium is measured directly hence the dominant disturbances can be attenuated by control.

Furthermore, the tracking errors which remained after convergence of the ILC still have a lot of repetitive content; which indicates that the tracking error can be improved even further if the basis functions allow the construction of the proper feedforward. Hence, future research is the proper selection of basis functions to further improve tracking performance.
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